Two Ice Activation Options
Choose from activation arm
or touchless dispensing.
(Specify delivery mechanism
at time of order.)

One-handed |ce Dispense
Simply place cup under
the chute. Press the
stainless steel activation
arm to dispense.

Manitowoc Ice,
America’s #1
selling ice machine,
introduces its new
countertop nugget ice
maker and water dispenser.
The SN Series is engineered
to deliver the largest daily ice
production levels and storage
capacities within the smallest
footprint, while
providing the
highest quality of
chewable nugget ice.
Dispensing functions
include: ice only,
water only, or
ice and water.

Dispense Opening
(10.5" / 26.67 cm) from
grate to chute maximizes
clearance for tall
containers.
Lighted Dispense Chute
Blue LED light provides
dispense visibility for
rooms with limited
ambient light. The light
also indicates when the
ice making function is on.

Choose
from three
dispense
settings
Ice only,
water only,
or ice and
water
(standard on all
machines). Once

the desired dispense
option is selected the
machine will automatically
return to this selection. To
change dispense settings,
simply touch the desired
button to reset.

Touchless
Dispensing
Place cup under
the chute,
opposite
touchless
sensor, for
automatic
dispensing;
eliminates
contact with
machine for
enhanced sanitary
conditions.

Target Area
ensures proper
placement of
container.

SENSOR

Ventilation
Cool air
intake on
left side of
machine
and warm
air discharge
out top
minimizes
customer contact
with refrigeration.

Larger
Drain Pan
minimizes
ice spillage
by capturing
dispense
overflow.

Small Nugget
Type Ice is
approximately
3/10" x 3/10" x 1/2"
(8 x 8 x 13 mm)
with a softer,
chewable texture.

Flat Surface
between grate
and drain pan
provides larger
surface
area to rest
containers
while filling.

Stainless
Steel
Splash
Panel is
easy to
clean for
improved
sanitation.

Pounds of ice per day *
Height without legs **
Width
Depth
Ice storage capacity

Operational Controls
A three-position switch turns the
refrigeration system on, off, or
into clean mode; out-of-sight
but easily accessible.
Manitowoc's Patented
Cleaning Technology
Manages the cleaning process
from start to finish with the flip of a
switch, cleaning all surfaces that come in
contact with the water distribution system.

Series SN-12A
325 lbs / 148 kgs
35" / 89 cm
16.25" / 41.3 cm
24" / 61 cm
12 lbs / 5.5 kgs

Series SN-20A
325 lbs / 148 kgs
42" / 107 cm
16.25" / 41.3 cm
24" / 61 cm
20 lbs / 9.1 kgs

*Approximate ice-making capacity based on air-cooled condenser unit at 70˚F air and 50˚F water outside the
scope of ARI Standard 820. **Legs sold separately: K-000777.

Warranty 2-year
parts-and-labor;
3-year (5-year total)
compressor warranty.

High quality, innovative solutions that fulfill all your “cold-side” needs.
The Manitowoc Foodservice Group is comprised of three divisions and six brand names.
The three divisions are Manitowoc Beverage, Manitowoc Ice, and Manitowoc Refrigeration.
Within the Beverage Division are brand names Servend and Multiplex;
within the Ice Division is Manitowoc Ice; and within the
Refrigeration Division are Kolpak, McCall, and Harford.
Visit us today at www.manitowocfsg.com
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MANITOWOC ICE, INC.
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Visit us online at www.manitowocice.com

